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Developing survey questions
about sun-safety
Part A - A reminder of key sun-safety messages
Use Fact file D: Five ways to be sun safe to remind you of the key sun-safety messages and behaviours
related to clothing, hats and sunglasses.

Step 1

Complete the following:

		

•

Slip on

•

Slap on

		

•

Slop on

•

Seek

Step 2

Record the details for best sun protection for shirts, skirts, pants, hats and sunglasses.

•

Slide on

Use the following words/phrases to fill in the spaces below—you must use all of them and some
can be used twice:
Australian standards
bucket
close fiitting
close weave
collar

cover knees
dark colours
high neck
large
legionnaire style

light colour under brim
loose fitting
protect ears, face and neck
protect neck, shoulders &
arms

Shirts:

Hats:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Sunglasses:

Skirts and pants:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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sleeves; slouch
wide-brimmed
wrap-around

Developing survey questions
about sun-safety
Part B - Questions related to the
knowledge of the target market
Your questions should address:
How well does the target market know the
strategies (behaviours) related to sun-safe clothing,
hats and sunglasses?

Step 3
Step 4

Read Tips for writing knowledge
questions
Write:
•

five True/False (T/F) questions

•

three multiple-choice questions.

It is easier to collate answers from:
•

•

True/False questions and Yes/No
questions, for example:
- Caps and visors provide good sun
protection. True/False
- Wide-brimmed hats are better if they
have a light colour UNDER the brim.
T/F
Questions that provide options from
which to choose. These are called
multiple choice questions, for example:
-

Sunglasses should:
· Be small
· Sit off the face
· Be wraparound

Write your questions below.
Circle the correct answer/s for each question.
True/False questions
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TIPS for writing knowledge
questions

Writing your own KNOWLEDGE questions for
an online survey
Knowledge questions are questions to find out
what the target market knows about a topic e.g.
about sun-safe clothing, hats and sunglasses.
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Multiple-choice questions
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Developing survey questions
about sun-safety
Part C - Questions related to the behaviour of the
target market
Your questions should address:
Does the behaviour of the target market comply with sun-safe strategies?

Writing your own sun-safe BEHAVIOUR questions for an online survey
Behaviour questions are questions to find out the target market’s
behaviours related to sun-safe clothing, hats and sunglasses.

Step 5
Step 6

•

At least two questions about how often shirts/tops with
sun-safe features are worn when going out in the sun:
each question should focus on a different feature
(see page 1)

•

At least one question about the type of pants worn most
often when going out in the sun

•

At least two questions about hats. Include:

•

-

how often hats are worn when going out in the sun

-

at least one question about the style of hat worn

At least two questions about sunglasses. Include:
-

how often sunglasses are worn when going out in the sun

-

at least one question about style of sunglasses.

Write your questions below (attach another page if necessary).
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A. It is good to find out HOW
OFTEN people engage in
sun-safe behaviours, for
example:

Write:

-
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TIPS for writing
behaviour questions:

Read Tips for writing behaviour questions.

•
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When you go out in the
sun, how often do you
wear a long-sleeved
shirt?
- Always
- Usually
- Some of the time
- Rarely or Never

B. Provide options from which
to choose, for example:
•

If you wear a hat, which
kind do you wear most
often?
- Wide-brimmed
- Legionnaire style
- Cap
- Other

Not: Which kind of hat do
you wear?

